
CHARACTER ANALYSIS OF JAVERT IN MISRABLES BY HUGO

carriagehouseautoresto.com âœ…. Character Analysis of Hugo's Javert Hugo's character Javert sees anyone who may
have commit a crime as simple as the theft of a.

When Valjean is begging for a chance to keep his promise to Fantine and grant her child opportunity to a
happy life, Javert remains a dogged mule. He offers less editorial comment about her than any of the other
major characters. As the army storms the barricade, Valjean manages to grab the badly wounded Marius and
dives into a sewer, where he wanders with Marius on his shoulders, despairing of finding an exit. He pretends
that he is loyal to the old politics, but in reality it is the lifestyle that he misses. Javert is the painfully large
group of people who search and search for the truth in good faith , and once they find it, they submit
themselves into the unforgiving waters of the Seine  People do not change once they traverse the path of evil.
When Marius overhears the plans for capturing Valjean, he informs the police of the imminent crime, and is
introduced to inspector Javert, who gives him two pistols to fire a signal for when he and his team should enter
the building. Of the young lady! Even then, if he had not believed he had lost Cosette, it is doubtful whether
he would have become involved in the insurrection. Looking at Javert from a positive standpoint, he could
inspire all readers to open up their hearts to mercy and to see the good in all human beings â€” before it is too
late. The profound confusion caused by thisâ€”by the realization that the law is not infallible, that he himself
is not irreproachable, and that there exists a superior force identified by Hugo with God to what he has
knownâ€”plunges him into such a despair that he commits suicide. Javert also believes that the word of the
law always supercedes the word of a normal man. Denis[ edit ] During the June Rebellion, Javert, working
undercover to gather information about the revolutionaries, joins a group of them at the barricade they have
erected in the rue de la Chanvrerie. His beliefs lead him to be so close minded that he is unable to deal with
the fact that the law might be wrong. Gillenormand prevents Marius from seeing his father, Georges
Pontmercy, because he fears that Pontmercy will corrupt Marius. Javert was clinging to a false ideal, false
insofar as humanity and not some pure absolute was its source. During this period, emphasis shifted from
tradition of the church who gave people their experience to the importance of the individual's experience. He
is neither good nor evil; he is simply the embodiment of the law, an entity that never questions itself and that
proceeds to enact its own precepts without concern for its victims. The police accused him of this, so they
must be right. This guy is easy to understand, because he has one motivation, one goal, and one purpose in
life: to trust in the law and enforce it to its fullest extent. Read an in-depth analysis of Javert.


